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Abstract

The Atomic Spectroscopy And Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons (ASACUSA) project aims at studying collision

dynamics with slow antiprotons and high precision spectroscopy of antiprotonic atoms. To realize these purposes, the

production of high quality ultra slow antiproton beams is essential, which is achieved by the combination of antiproton

decelerator (AD) from 3 GeV to 5 MeV, a radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) decelerator from 5 MeV to 50 keV, and

®nally an electromagnetic trap from 50 keV to 10 eV. From the atomic physics point of view, an antiproton is an

extremely heavy electron and/or a negatively charged proton, i.e., the antiproton is a unique tool to shed light on

collision dynamics from the other side of the world. In addition to this fundamentally important feature, the antiproton

has also a big practical advantage, i.e., it annihilates with the target nuclei emitting several energetic pions, which

provides high detection e�ciency with very good time resolution. Many-body e�ects which are of great importance to

several branches of science will be studied through ionization and antiprotonic atom formation processes under single

collision conditions. Various antiprotonic atoms including protonium ��pp� are expected to be meta-stable in vacuum,

which is never true for those in dense media except for antiprotonic helium. High precision spectroscopy of protonium

will for the ®rst time become feasible bene®ted by this meta-stability. The present review reports brie¯y the production

scheme of ultra slow antiproton beams and several topics proposed in the ASACUSA project. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science

B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The Atomic Spectroscopy And Collisions
Using Slow Antiprotons (ASACUSA) project [1]

has been organized to study various aspects of
atomic physics utilizing slow and ultra-slow anti-
protons, which is realized by developing ultra
slow antiproton beams (10 eV±10 keV) by the
combination of the CERN Antiproton Decelera-
tor (AD), an radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ)
post-decelerator and an antiproton trap. The
schedule in the ®rst several years is summarized in
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Fig. 1. Such ultra slow antiproton beams allow
for the ®rst time: (1) to study ionization and ex-
citation processes in an adiabatic energy range, (2)
to study formation processes of various meta-sta-
ble antiprotonic atoms ��pA�� in vacuum, which is
never possible in high dense media except for
�pHe� completely surrounded by He, and (3) to
make high precision spectroscopy of �pA� such
as �pp.

When an energetic antiproton interacts with
matter, it loses its kinetic energy via collisional
ionization and excitation down to the � eV region.
Then the antiproton is captured into a high-lying
atomic orbital of a target atom (�pA� formation),
and ®nally annihilates with the target nucleus ei-
ther via Stark mixing induced by neighboring at-
oms, or, via cascading down to lower states
through Auger and/or radiative transitions. Ion-
ization and excitation are the primary processes to
decelerate antiprotons, and are important to
comprehensively understand antiproton-matter
interactions, which had been studied by PS194
collaboration [2]. However, it was practically im-
possible to get antiprotons with energies below a
few tens keV.

Antiprotonic atoms, i.e., matter±antimatter
complexes, have been intensively studied for many
years injecting energetic antiprotons into thick
targets [3], which was the only way to slow anti-
protons down to epithermal energies so that they
were ready to be captured into atomic orbitals of
the targets. In thick targets, however, the infor-

mation on the initial stage of �pA� formation is
smeared out by multiple collisions. Furthermore,
the surviving time of �pA� has been known to be
very short, too short to be measurable, due to
perturbation induced by neighboring atoms (mol-
ecules), except for �pHe� in He [4,43,44]. The dis-
covery of meta-stable �pHe� had opened a new ®eld
of �pHe� spectroscopy, which was developed by the
PS205 collaboration. It is then natural to extend
the high precision spectroscopy to other �pA� at-
oms. However, no other �pA� system is known to
be meta-stable in dense media. In order to over-
come these di�culties, the combination of slow �p
beams and low density targets is employed in the
ASACUSA project, which enables to produce slow
isolated �pA� in vacuum. The development of ultra
slow antiproton beam is therefore essential to
study ionizing processes in low energy collisions,
the initial stage of the antiprotonic atom forma-
tion, and to make high precision spectroscopy of
�pA�. The development of an ultra slow �p beam is
on the line of the former collaboration between
PS200 and the group of University of Tokyo,
Komaba [5].

It is noted that antiprotons provide a unique
possibility to study the behavior of ``heavy elec-
tron'' or ``negatively charged proton'' at ultra low
energies, because other negatively charged heavy
particles such as pÿ and lÿ have ®nite lifetimes
which are much shorter than the involved cooling
times.

2. Production of ultra slow antiproton beam

To materialize the purposes described in the
Introduction, the production of a high quality
antiproton beam of � 10 eV is essential, which is
going to be realized via the following ®ve steps as
schematically shown in Fig. 2, i.e.
1. Production of �pp pairs through collisions of 26

GeV/c protons with a production target.
2. Accumulation of 3.5 GeV/c antiprotons, cool-

ing, deceleration down to 0.1 GeV/c (5.3 MeV/
u) in the AD (antiproton decelerator), and ex-
traction.

3. Deceleration of the 5.3 MeV antiprotons down
to 0±100 keV with the RFQ.

Fig. 1. An overview of the ASACUSA project.
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4. Injection, trapping, cooling, and (stacking) of
several tens keV antiprotons in an electromag-
netic trap.

5. Extraction of the cooled antiprotons at around
� keV as a continuous or a pulsed beam from
the trap and transportation to the target area,
where the antiprotons are decelerated down to
a 10 eV range.
In the ®rst step, antiprotons are produced with

26 GeV/c protons of 1:5� 1013/pulse supplied
from the CERN PS (proton synchrotron) colliding
with a �p production target (an Ir block of 50 mm
thick), which gives an e�ective antiproton yield of
� 3:5� 10ÿ6 �p=p. The momentum distribution of
�p has a broad peak centering at

P�p�GeV=c� � 0:3P 0:8
p �GeV=c�; �1�

where P�p and Pp are the momenta of the produced
antiprotons at the maximum yield and of the in-
cident protons, respectively [6]. In the present case,
P�p is � 4 GeV/c, i.e., the �p energy should be re-
duced by 9 digits to reach our ®nal goal of the eV �p
beam.

In the second step, the 3.5 GeV/c antiprotons
from the production target are accumulated by the
AD, cooled and decelerated down to 0.1 GeV/c
(5.3 MeV/u), gaining the ®rst 3 digits [7,45]. For
stochastic and electron coolings, it takes macro-
scopic time of � 1 min.

In the third step, the 5.3 MeV antiprotons are
extracted from the AD as a pulse of � 1� 107

antiprotons once a minute with the pulse width of
� 250 ns, transported to the ASACUSA beamline,
and then bunched and injected in the RFQ (radio
frequency quadrupole) (Fig. 2). The RFQ can ac-
cept � 50% of the bunched beam and decelerate it
down to 50 keV, gaining another 2 digits. As the
electrodes of the RFQ can be ¯oated at �50 kV,
the energy of antiprotons from the RFQ is in
principle tunable from 0 to 100 keV.

In the fourth step, pulsed antiprotons of several
tens keV from the RFQ are transported to the
electromagnetic �p trap, guided by a normal con-
ducting solenoid and a superconducting solenoid
(5 T) where the �p trap is installed (see Fig. 3).
Transport features of the antiprotons from the
RFQ to the trap have been simulated intensively
by the RFQ group at CERN. An example of the
optimized result is shown in Fig. 3, which tells that
the envelope (at 5 standard deviations) of the �p
beam trajectories is compressed down to � 2 mm
in radius at the center of the solenoid [8]. In order
to capture antiprotons with rather low trapping
potential, a thin foil is inserted at z� 87 cm to
reduce the �p energy below 10 keV as indicated in

Fig. 3. An envelope (5 standard deviations) of simulated �p

beam trajectories from the RFQ exit to the center of the su-

perconducting solenoid for 63.3 keV antiprotons with the

emittance of 10p (courtesy of the RFQ group, CERN) [8].

About 20% of antiprotons from the AD are in the central radial

region of �1 mm. A degrader foil is set at z� 87 cm, which

slows 63.3 keV �p down to around 10 keV. A schematic drawing

of the experimental set-up is given at the top of the ®gure.

Fig. 2. A schematic drawing of the AD-related proton synch-

rotron complex at CERN.
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the ®gure. The fraction of ``good'' antiprotons
con®ned in a region of � 1 mm in radius and with
energies from 0 to 10 keV amounts to � 40% of
antiprotons trapped in the solenoid, i.e., � 20% of
those from the AD. As discussed later, the ``good''
antiprotons refer to those which can be extracted
as a high quality beam.

The �p trap consists of several cylindrical elec-
trodes of 40 mm in inner diameter and total length
of � 500 mm. At both ends, entrance and exit
electrodes are installed to catch energetic antipro-
tons. At around the center, seven cylindrical elec-
trodes at the center are to form a harmonic
potential to stably store and to cool the antipro-
tons [9]. The end electrode of the trap is biased
high enough so that it re¯ects the pulsed antipro-
tons back to the entrance of the trap. Before the
re¯ected antiprotons reach the entrance, the bias
of the entrance electrode is raised from 0 to >10
kV, which results in trapping the antiprotons. The
overall trapping e�ciency of the present setup is
expected to be about two orders of magnitudes
higher than that obtained by the combination of a
degrader foil and an electromagnetic trap.

In the harmonic trap, electrons are preloaded,
which follow cyclotron motion with an angular
frequency, xce�� eB=me � 2� 1011B �T� �sÿ1��,
and lose their kinetic energy, Ke, via synchrotron
radiation with a damping constant crad (i.e.,
dKe=dt � ÿcrad Ke), which is given by

crad �
l0e2x2

ce

3pmec
� 0:4B �T�2 �sÿ1�; �2�

where l0 is the vacuum permeability. The radia-
tion cooling is practically important only for
electrons and positrons because crad is inversely
proportional to the cube of the particle mass. The
wavelength of the corresponding radiation is
� 10B �T�ÿ1

(mm), which is much shorter than the
trap size, i.e., the radiation trapping is not very
important in the present setup [10]. The electron
temperature could be as low as the environmental
temperature, which is in the present case 2.3 K.
(The solenoid is designed so that the bore tem-
perature is variable from 2.3 to 450 K while
keeping the superconducting solenoid at liquid
helium temperature.) The cooled electrons then
cool the injected antiprotons via the Coulomb in-

teraction in the time range of 10 s [5]. By this way,
the remaining 4 digits are gained.

The harmonic trap is designed to con®ne
� 5� 106 antiprotons and about 100 times more
electrons in a prolate spheroid with a radius � 1
mm and its axial length � 50 mm, i.e., qe � 5�
109 cmÿ3 and q�p � 5� 107 cmÿ3.

For such a charged cloud with a tempera-
ture below a few eV, the Debye length,������������������������������
�0kBT=

P
i qie2

p
(here �0 is the vacuum dielectric

constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant), is shorter
than the size of the cloud, i.e., it behaves as a
plasma. The radial electric ®eld of the plasma to-
gether with the magnetic ®eld produces an E� B

drift rotation [11]. The rotation is governed by the
balance of three forces, the electric ®eld due to the
space charge, the E� B force, and the centrifugal
force. When the plasma is axially symmetric, the
angular frequencies of the rotation for electrons
and antiprotons, xe and x�p, are given by

x�e �
1

2
xce

�
�

����������������������
x2

ce ÿ 2x2
pe

q �
; �3�

x��p �
1

2

me

m�p

xce

�
�

�����������������������������
x2

ce ÿ 2
m�p

me

x2
pe

r �
; �4�

respectively, where xpe is a plasma angular fre-
quency of the electron, which is de®ned as����������������������������������
�qe � q�p�e2=me�0

q
� 5� 104

��������������������
qe �cmÿ3�

p
�sÿ1�:

The above equations tell that there exists a
maximum density that can be con®ned at a given
magnetic ®eld B, which is called the
Brillouin limit. Furthermore, in the present con-
dition (i.e., qe � q�p), qe governs the Brillouin limit
for antiprotons as well as that for electrons, which
are 3� 109B �T�2=cm3 and 5� 1012B �T�2=cm3,
respectively. The solenoid is designed to yield 5 T,
which keeps the expected density well-below the
Brillouin limit even for antiprotons. In this case,
x�e and x��p are approximately given by xce and
�me=m�p�xce�� xc�p�, respectively, and xÿe and xÿ�p
are

xÿe �
x2

pe

2xce

1

 
� x2

pe

2x2
ce

!
; �5�
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xÿ�p �
x2

pe

2xce

1

 
� m�p

me

x2
pe

2x2
ce

!
; �6�

respectively. For qe � 5� 109=cm3 and B� 5 T,
xÿe��p� is � 107/s, i.e., the cooled antiprotons inevi-
tably possess a ®nite kinetic energy because of this
rotation even when they are cooled down to 0 K,
which amounts to � 0:5 eV for antiprotons at the
periphery of the plasma in the present conditions
[12]. Eqs. (5) and (6) tell that (1) xÿe��p� is propor-
tional to qe=B, i.e., the kinetic energies of antipro-
tons and electrons due to the rotation are higher for
lower B, and (2) xÿ�p is � 2% larger than xÿe , which
could cause the �p cloud to be pushed outside of the
electron cloud [13]. However, the separation pro-
cess is expected to evolve only slowly, because (1)
the kinetic energy of the electron relative to the
proton due to the rotation is extremely small
(<mK) as compared with the possible plasma
temperature, and (2) the plasma is more or
less strongly magnetized (i.e.,

����������������
3m�pkBT

p
=eB <

e2=�4p�0kBT �), which reduces the collision fre-
quency between electrons and antiprotons. One of
the electrodes near the center of the harmonic trap
is segmented into four to apply a rotating electric
®eld on the plasma, which is e�ective to radially
compress the trapped particles [14]. For non-neu-
tral plasmas, various instability modes such as
diocotron instability have been known [15]. The
control of two component non-neutral plasma is
the key issue to e�ectively trap, cool, and extract
antiprotons as a high quality beam.

The vacuum around the trap should be kept
high so that the annihilation rate, cann, of anti-
protons with residual gas is much lower than the
cooling rate. In the energy range in question i.e.,
above several K), the �pA� formation cross section,
r�pA� , which eventually leads to �p annihilation is
expected to be much larger than the direct anni-
hilation cross section [16]. Employing r�pA� dis-
cussed in Section 4, the rate at room temperature is
crudely expressed

cann � 5� 107P �Torr� �sÿ1�: �7�

Eq. (7) tells that the vacuum around the trap
should be better than 10ÿ11 Torr at room tem-
perature so that cann � crad holds.

In the ®fth step, the cooled antiprotons are
extracted at around � keV as a continuous or a
pulsed beam from the trap and transported to the
target area, where the antiprotons are decelerated
down to 10 eV range. Several di�erential pumping
stages separated by small holes (� 3 mm diameter)
are necessary on the way from the trap to the
target chamber, to keep the trap area at UHV and
at the same time to use a gas cell of 10ÿ3 Torr in
the target chamber. Simulations of extracted �p
trajectories have shown that the radial distribu-
tions of the antiprotons in the trap should be equal
to or smaller than � 1 mm for a reasonable
transportation [17].

3. Ionization

The study of collision dynamics, particularly
that of many-body systems, is the least explored
and accordingly of great importance for various
branches of science. For example, ionizing pro-
cesses in �p±H collisions provide one of the simplest
and accordingly the ideal case to study funda-
mental aspects of collision dynamics [2,18].

Single ionization cross sections of D are shown
in the upper part of Fig. 4. Several recent theo-
retical predictions are also plotted in the ®gure
[19±21]. It is seen that all the theoretical predic-
tions agree more or less with one another for �p
energies higher than � 50 keV as well as with the
experimental results. At lower impact energies,
although the scatter among di�erent theoretical
predictions gets larger, the major theoretical re-
sults predict that the cross section becomes almost
energy independent, which is qualitatively in ac-
cord with the ``Fermi±Teller (FT) mechanism''
[22]. The idea of the FT mechanism is as follows:
When �p approaches an atom, the binding energy
of an outermost electron of the atom gets smaller,
and at a certain distance, dcr, the binding energy
vanishes (dcr is called the critical distance), i.e., the
atom is ionized even when the collision evolves
adiabatically as far as the impact parameter is
smaller than dcr. It is noted that such a behavior is
quite di�erent from the ordinary ion±atom colli-
sions, where the ionization cross section decreases
as the projectile velocity decreases unless a
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resonant charge transfer process comes into play.
The adiabatic ionization cross section is expected
to have a weak energy dependence and to be
� pd2

cr independent of the �p energy, which is in-
ferred by the experimental results (the upper part
of Fig. 4). However, dcr for H is 0.63 a.u., and the
expected ionization cross section is � 1:3 a.u.,
which is about one-third of the experimental
®ndings. Contributions of dynamic e�ects during
adiabatic collisions are under discussion.

The single ionization cross section of He is
drawn in the lower part of Fig. 4, which shows a
clear peak at � 70 keV in contrast to the D target
case [23,24]. The behavior of the ionization cross
section has been successfully explained by Reading
and co-workers [25,46] employing the so-called
forced impulse method (FIM). It is noted that the

critical distance for He is ``negative'', i.e., the
electronic binding energy stays negative ®nite even
under the uni®ed atom limit, which is known as
Hÿ. Ionization of atoms and molecules with dif-
ferent critical distances will be measured for ultra
slow antiprotons to further study the collision
dynamics. A kinematically complete ionization
experiment of hydrogen and helium by antipro-
tons is also planned, which is realized by employ-
ing the technique of Recoil-Ion Momentum
Spectroscopy [26]. Such experiments have become
feasible and have recently been performed for slow
proton on helium collisions at energies between 5
and 15 keV as well as for heavy-ion impact [27].

The double ionization process of helium by
antiproton has been intensively studied, which
revealed that r����p� is about two times larger
than r��(p) of the same velocity even for projec-
tile energies as high as 10 MeV [2]. The FIM
method has been successfully applied also for the
double ionization process [28] showing that the
electron±electron correlation plays an essential
role to reproduce the observations. In this direc-
tion, the study of double excitation process should
be very important, because a collision system with
(quasi-)bound states can be handled accurately as
compared with those involving two continua like
in the case of double ionization, and could be
more sensitive to details of the collision dynamics
[29,47,48].

The stopping power of � keV antiprotons [2],
the channeling of � 100 keV antiprotons through
a single crystal target, etc. will also be studied
employing �p beams from the RFQ and from the
trap. As discussed above, the ionization behavior
of �p is quite di�erent from that of p in the energy
region under discussion. As a result, the stopping
power behavior of �p is also expected to be quite
di�erent from that of p.

4. Capture

When an antiproton with very low kinetic en-
ergy ionizes an atom, the �p can be trapped into an
atomic orbital with a large principal quantum
number n. The energy conservation before and after
the collision in the center of mass system requires,

Fig. 4. Single ionization cross sections of D (upper) and He

(lower) by antiprotons [2].
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K�pA ÿ �eA� � Ke��pA�� ÿ ��pA� � Ke ÿ ��pA� ; �8�

where KAB � 1
2
lABv2

AB, lAB is the reduced mass of
particles A and B, tAB is the relative velocity be-
tween A and B, �AB is the binding energy between
A and B, and Ke � 1

2
mev2

e (me is the electron mass,
and ve is the velocity of the released electron in the
laboratory frame). Because the ionization takes
place adiabatically and the electron is oozing out,
ve is expected to be very close to zero [30], i.e.,

��pA�

�
� l�pA

me

�R

n2

�
� �eA� ÿ K�pA; �9�

where �R is the Rydberg constant (� 13:6 eV), and
n is the principal quantum number of the �pA� ion.
For �pA� to be formed, ��pA� should be positive. In
other words, the trapping cross section is ®nite
when K�pA satis®es

0 < K�pA < �eA� : �10�

Eq. (9) tells that the principal quantum number of
the formed �pA� is a function of K�pA, n�K�pA�, which

varies from nmin��
��������������������������������������
�l�pA=me���R=��pA��

q
� to 1 as

K�pA increases from 0 to �eA� .

The basic mechanism is relatively simple and is
expected to be general for atomic collisions in-
volving ``heavy electrons'' such as lÿ,pÿ, Kÿ, and
�p. When a ``heavy electron'' approaches an atom
with its velocity lower than the Bohr velocity, a
``molecular'' orbital is formed, which leads to an
adiabatic electron release. On the way out from the
target area, the heavy electron must have enough
kinetic energy to overcome the Coulomb potential
of the ionized target, i.e., depending on the kinetic
energy, the electron release process branches into a
simple ionization or into an exotic atom forma-
tion.

The dipole polarizability, a, of an atom is of the
order of 1 a.u. (e.g., 4.5 a.u. for H and 1.4 a.u. for
He), i.e., the interaction of the incident �p with the
induced dipole becomes important for K�pA of � 1
a.u. and lower. The combination of the polariza-
tion potential (� ae2=2r4) and the centrifugal po-
tential causes the �p to make an orbiting motion,
which makes the e�ective interaction time between
the �p and the atom very long. If some reaction
channels are open during the interaction, such re-

actions are enhanced. A simple argument shows
that the cross section of such a reaction is given by

rL � 2pe
������������
a=l�pA

q
=v�pA, which is called Langevin

cross section. In the case of �p impacts, the electron
release process is the corresponding reaction, i.e.,
the cross section is not constant as was anticipated
in the FT model but increases as the energy de-
creases.

A possible maximum orbital angular mo-
mentum of the �pA�, lmax�K�pA�, would be

� l�pAv�pAbeff � �el�pA�1=2�8aK�pA�1=4
where beff is

estimated by beff �
����������
rL=p

p
. lmax�K�pA� and n are

expected to increase monotonically from 0 to

� �el�pA�1=2�8a�eA��1=4
and from nmin to 1, re-

spectively, when K�pA is increased from 0 to �eA� . It
is seen that n needs to be a couple of units bigger
than nmin in order to populate meta-stable states
holding high angular momentum. Quantitative
discussions on the behavior of the antiprotonic
atom formation processes are given, e.g., in Refs.
[31,32].

Quantum theoretical treatments are very di�-
cult because large number of reaction channels are
involved. Cohen has employed a Classical Trajec-
tory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method and an Fe-
rmion Molecular Dynamics (FMD) method to
handle �p�H and H2 collisions in a low energy
region [33,34,49]. Fig. 5 shows the prediction of
the FMD simulation for �p + H and �p + H2. The
heavy solid line and the heavy dashed line shows
protonium ��pp� formation cross section, r�pp, and
total (formation and ionization) cross section, rt,
in �p±H collisions, respectively. A clear threshold is
seen at around 0.5 a.u. for r�pp although rt varies
smoothly. The CTMC calculation predicts that the
average values of n and l are around 100 and 35,
respectively at K�pH� 0.5 a.u. [33,49]. These results
are consistent with what are expected from the
qualitative discussions given above.

Among various antiprotonic atoms, protonium
is particularly interesting because it is the simplest
two body system consisting of a particle and an
antiparticle involving the strong interaction. Such
a two body system in Yrast states can decay only
via slow radiative transitions when the external
electric ®eld is negligible, and its lifetime can be
much longer than 1 ls, i.e., a high resolution laser
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spectroscopy becomes applicable to �pp for the ®rst
time.

In the case of molecular targets, the electron
release process leads to a temporary formation of
an antiprotonic molecule, which then dissociates
into an antiprotonic atom and a residual atom
(ion). The initial internal motion of the molecule
plays an important role in the antiprotonic atom
formation process, and the residual atom (ion)
takes care not only of the energy balance but also
of the momentum balance. Because of this, the
�pA� formation cross section stays ®nite even be-
yond the threshold energy given in Eq. (10). The
light solid line and the light dashed line in Fig. 5
show the formation and total (ionization + for-
mation) cross sections, respectively [33,49]. A
dramatic increase of r�pp for an H2 target is pre-
dicted far beyond the threshold. Further, molecu-
lar targets provide an interesting chance to study a
``dynamic Stark e�ect''. The temporary antipro-
tonic molecule described above will dissociate into
an antiprotonic atom and a spectator atom (ion),
i.e., the antiprotonic atom evolves in the electric
®eld of the spectator atom (ion) for a ®nite time.
The electric ®eld will increase the fraction of s-
state components due to Stark mixing, and ac-
cordingly increase the annihilation rate, which
may provide a new and sensitive measure of col-

lision dynamics. Experiments with H2 and D2

targets are under preparation to study the isotope
e�ects predicted in Ref. [35].

Various multi-electron antiprotonic atoms are
also expected to have intrinsic meta-stability,
which can be exclusively realized only when they
are produced under single collision conditions
isolated in vacuum except for �pHe�. Like in the
case of H, Li has a positive critical distance for �p
(dcr� 0.79 a.u) [36]. As the �p replaces the 2s elec-
tron of Li, it is far outside of the residual two 1s
electrons, i.e., the Auger transition rates will be
fairly small because the transition energies are
large and the spatial overlap between the initial
and the ®nal orbits is small. It is further noted that
the antiprotonic states with the same principal
quantum number but with di�erent orbital angular
quantum numbers do not degenerate, i.e., �pLi� is
stable against annihilation induced by electric
®elds.

From Eq. (9), a possible smallest principal
quantum number, nmin, of the formed �pLi� is es-
timated to be � 62±63, considering the binding
energy of Li 2s electron being � 5:4 eV. The right
half of Fig. 6 shows the correlation diagrams of
�pLi� for l� 60±64 and �pLi�� for l� 37 and 38 [36].
As is seen, there is practically no spatial overlap
between �pLi� states and �pLi�� � e states, i.e., the
formed �pLi� can de-excite only radiatively. A na-
ive consideration indicates that such a meta-sta-
bility could be a general aspect of the �pA� if it is
isolated in vacuum and if for example A is an atom
of alkali metal. As a reference, the correlation

Fig. 6. Correlation diagrams of (1) �p±He� (l� 35±39) and �p±

He�� (left), and (2) �p±Li� (l� 60±64) and �p±Li�� (l� 37±38)

(right). The solid straight lines show energy levels of neutral He

(left) and Li (right) [36].

Fig. 5. Total (dashed lines) and capture (solid lines) cross sec-

tions of antiprotons in collision with H (heavy lines) and H2

(light lines) atoms [33,49].
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diagrams of �pHe� for l� 35±39 and �pHe�� for
l� 30±34 are given in the left half of Fig. 6, which
shows a considerable overlap between �p wave-
functions before and after the Auger decay, indi-
cating that the Auger rates could be very sensitive
on n and l as they actually are [4,43,44].

The annihilation of �pHe�� was used as the
important monitor of the laser spectroscopy of
�pHe�, because �pHe�� has no electron shield and is
very weak against external electric ®elds, i.e., it
annihilates immediately after it is produced in
dense media, which has been used as an indicator
of the transition. This does not work any more if
�pHe�� is in vacuum, and a single collision between
�p and He could prepare not only meta-stable �pHe�

but also meta-stable �pHe�� via an autoionizing
process. A similar process will be e�ective to pro-
duce a meta-stable antiprotonic ion �pA��) using
alkali earth. Such an antiprotonic ion (e.g. �pBe��)
has a closed electron shell, and accordingly the
spatial overlap of the electrons with the �p is small,
which again decays primarily via radiation and is
strong against external electric ®eld. It might be
stored even in a trap. Furthermore, if e.g., �pC� is
prepared in a meta-stable state, the interaction
between the �p spin magnetic moment and the 2p
electron orbital magnetic moment could be stud-
ied, which gives another way to study the �p mag-
netic moment.

5. �pA+ spectroscopy

The discovery of meta-stable �pHe� has made
it possible to study the nature of antiprotonic
atoms with high precision laser spectroscopy
[4,37,43,44]. This ®eld has developed rapidly from
the level of identi®cation of the principal and
angular momentum quantum numbers (i.e., n and
l) to the level of determination of the transition
energies with a fraction of ppm [38], which agrees
within a few ppm accuracy with theoretical pre-
dictions, where relativistic and the Lamb shift
corrections of the electron are taken into account
[39±41]. The above ®nding tells that if the theo-
retical treatment of the Coulomb three-body sys-
tem is correct, the CPT invariance has been
proved with the ppm accuracy, particularly re-

garding the antiproton mass and/or the anti-
proton charge. In the upper part of Fig. 7 a
resonance pro®le observed for the antiprotonic
�n; l�� �37; 35� ! �38; 34� transition is plotted,
which clearly shows a doublet structure [37]. This
is because each �n; l� energy level of the antipro-
tonic atom splits into several ones due to the in-
teraction among the magnetic moments carried by
electrons, antiprotons, and also target nucleus. In
the case of �pHe�, the interaction between the
electron spin, se, and the orbital angular mo-
mentum of antiproton, l�p, is the most important,

Fig. 7. Upper: High resolution resonance pro®le of the (37,35)

! (38,34) transition of �p±He�. Lower: A schematic diagram

showing level splittings due to interaction between the orbital

magnetic moment of �p and the spin magnetic moment of elec-

tron, l�p � se, and that between the �p spin magnetic moment and

the rest, s�p � �l�p � se�. It is predicted that the splitting due to

l�p � se is m0HF� 11.1 GHz and m�HF� 12.9 GHz for (37,35) and

(38,34), respectively, and the splitting due to s�p � �l�p � se�, is

mÿSHF� 130 MHz, m�SHF� 160 MHz [42]. The observed splitting

seen in the upper ®gure is consistent with m�HF ÿ m0HF.
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and then that between f �� se � l�p� and the an-
tiproton spin, s�p, the relative importance of which
is schematically shown in the lower part of Fig. 7
[42]. The hyper®ne splittings will be intensively
studied employing laser & microwave resonances,
which gives the magnetic moment of �p. �pA�

spectroscopy of the second generation will start
soon with the development of slow �p beams and
�pp production in vacuum.
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